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ABSTRACT 

Garage On Wheels  is arising out of the concept of, if any vehicle have any problem or get damaged and there is 

no garage near by then in that such situation many problems arises out. To overcome from such situations 

Garage On Wheels will prove greatly useful. Sometimes mechanic who is coming to repair vehicle may forget 

some equipment at garage, if equipment is to large he can’t carry it so far. In such situation mechanic too faces 

many problems for carrying equipment, to avoid this types of problem Garage On Wheels is useful and able to 

solving this problems. 

When a vehicle have any problem but there is no garage nearby them , then many problem arises over there. To 

overcome from such problems our project will prove useful. We have to face many problems while driving. But 

sometimes mechanic who is coming to repair our vehicle may forget some equipment at garage, if equipment is 

too large he can’t carry it so far. In such situation mechanic too faces many problems for carrying equipment’s 

and situation becomes difficult. We did whole study of the situation that how to solve the problem. Our team 

decide to beat that problem and we got an idea of “GARAGE ON WHEELS” project. This project provide best 

service to customers. This project gives us time efficiency, enough space & convenient for today’s generation. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

“MAN” a most powerful and intelligent species of World, as the world is being modernized by Man, in this 

modern   world Man is working toward Science, Engineering and other fields to reduce the effort of people 

living in this World from millions of years. Man has discovered various elements with help of this Nature, such 

as Metal, Non-metal, Ceramics and other components or elements present in Nature. During discoveries of this 

elements, due to working towards it and finding it out in a wide span of time, Man started performing the work 

in an accurate behavior, manner or skills. Man started to do work in Accuracy and Precision 

Garage On Wheels is arising out of the concept of, if any vehicle have any problem or get damaged and there is 

no garage near by then in that such situation many problems arise out. To overcome from such situations 

Garage On Wheels will prove greatly useful. Sometimes mechanic who is coming to repair vehicle may forget 

some equipment at garage, if equipment is to large he can’t carry it so far. In such situation mechanic too faces 
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many problems for carrying equipment’s , to avoid this types of problem Garage On Wheels is useful and able 

to solving this problems. 

 

II.OBJECTIVES 

1.  To provide faster service to the customer. 

2.  To provide almost every type of service on every type of problems of vehicle. 

3.  To work on a solution of every type of breakdown in vehicle. 

 

III.SAFETY PRECAUTIONS  

The following points should be considered for the safe operation of machine 

and to avoid accidents:- 

1. All the parts of the machine should be checked to be in perfect alignment. 

2. All the nuts and bolts should be perfectly tightened. 

3. The operating switch should be located at convenient distance from the operator so as to 

                     control the machine easily. 

4. The inspection and maintenance of the machine should be done from time to time. 

 

IV.METHODOLOGY 

In existing system when there is a vehicle breakdown then we need to tow the vehicle to garage even for the 

minor repairs. The main aim of our project was to reduce the human efforts and time required in repairing or 

servicing of the vehicle. We have designed a vehicle which is smaller in size and carry all the basic equipment 

to provide assistance to the customers at the shortest possible time. We have selected Bajaj chetak scooter to 

carry the equipment’s like tool box, compressed air and jump start equipment. Whenever there is vehicle 

breakdown, flat tyre or minor service issue we can directly take our vehicle on the spot and provide the onsite 

assistance to them. 

 

V.CONCLUSION  

The manufacturing of this mechanism or making of this project gave us a vast knowledge of the topic 

“GARAGE ON WHEELS”. As we started working towards this project there were many more things we learnt 

about compressor making procedure, buying raw material from market, thinking creative and new idea and 

many more things. While manufacturing the project we face some difficulties. We also get opportunities to 

bring known theories into practical. Hope this project will be used in future in the society . 
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